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Why this topic?
When we say Agile, we mean...

Practices

Values

The need to respond to change
When we say Transformation, we mean...
When we say scale, we mean...
Mathias Willemijns of Belgium & The story of a 2624.6lbs pumpkin.
1 billion lbs annually equals $100M in the US alone
What’s the purpose in a garden?
What’s the purpose in a farm?

An environment to transform and scale things that grow.
Spotify

Lego
Start with the soil...end with the light.
...and water in between!
The first step from Agile Gardening to Farming is often the hardest.
Farmers must consider where before what and timing before time.
Ready the soil

Environment
Tools must change or use of tools must change when transitioning from gardening to farming.
Vantage point matters
To prevent environment fatigue, farmers till soil and rotate the crops.
Shift to add enterprise protection to team safety
Both are great when used for their fit for purpose.
Thank you!
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